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Abstract

In this article we study tree-structured multi-commodity markets.
The concept is a way to handle dependencies between commodities on
the market in a tractable way. The winner determination problem of a
general combinatorial market is well known to be NP-hard. It has been
shown that on single-unit single-sided auctions with tree-structured
bundles the problem can be computed in polynomial time.

We show that it is possible to extend this to multi-unit double-sided
markets. Further it is possible to handle the commodities of a bundle
not only as complements but as perfect substitutes too. Under certain
conditions the computation time is still polynomial.

Keywords: multi commodity markets, electronic markets, computa-
tional markets, equilibrium markets, resource allocation, power markets,
bandwidth markets, computational complexity.

1 Introduction

Actors on markets where multiple commodities are traded simultaneously
typically have dependencies between the traded commodities (complemen-
tarities and substitutability). Hence, market mechanisms that support the
expression of these dependencies are highly interesting from an actors’ per-
spective. Traditional simultaneous multi-commodity markets, single unit
auctions as well as two-sided markets give no or very limited support for the
expression of dependencies between commodities. Examples of situations
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where this is an issue are day-ahead power markets (e.g. the Nordic Nord-
Pool market) and the often discussed radio frequency auctions (as run by
e.g. the FCC)[16].

The economical efficiency of a competitive market depends on the ac-
tors’ possibility to express their true valuations. The more they are able to
express their valuations e.g. in terms of complementarities and substitutabil-
ity between commodities, the higher is the potential efficiency of the market.
Hence, the outcome of markets where there are practically no opportunities
to express dependencies may be clearly sub-optimal.

To reach optimal economical efficiency on the market the ideal would
be to allow all possible combinatorial bids expressing synergies and substi-
tutability. Given that the participants act price-takers, this would open for
to compute an optimal price vector and corresponding allocation (assuming
that they exist). The bad news is that this gives a computational problem
that is known to be NP-hard, i.e. the worst case computational complexity
is too high. Hence, there is a conflict or tradeoff between economical and
computational efficiency.

Since the winner determination problem of the general combinatorial
auction is computationally hard, a number of simplifications and special
cases have been studied in literature [11, 16, 17]. One natural case is tree-
structured markets where any two bundles either are disjoint or one is a
proper subset of the other. As pointed out by Rothkopf et al [16], for a
single-unit single-sided auction this type of bid structure can be handled
with a polynomial time algorithm.

In this article we study tree-structured market mechanisms1 in a more
general setting. As in the market described by Rothkopf et al, we allow for
complementarities to be expressed for tree-structured bundles. However, we
also allow the following more general types of bids:

• Multi-unit bidding. A bid on a bundle is expressed as a demand curve,
which implies a multi-unit market.

• Two-sided market. A demand curve can be buy, sell, or both.

• Bidding for substitutes. Bidding for substitutes (XOR-type of bids)
normally implies that the winner determination becomes computation-
ally intractable even for tree-structured bids. We show that the prob-
lem is solvable in subexponential time also when a bidder is allowed to
express that the commodities in a bundle are perfect substitutes, i.e.
the volume in the bid’s demand curve is on the total allocation over
the commodities within the bundle.

1We use the notion of a market mechanism to denote the rules of the market, whereas
market protocol includes the behaviour of the actors on the market.
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1.1 Structure

In the following section we present a small result on single-unit auctions.
Then we move on to multi-unit markets in Section 3. We give a sketch of
a market mechanism for tree-structured markets. After this we move to the
main result of this article, presented in Section 4. Here we present a novel
approach to tree structured markets that does not only handle bundling of
complementarities on a multi-unit market, but it handles substitutes too.
In Section 4.2 we present the main idea of the mechanism. In Section 4.3
we move to a more precise problem formulation. After this we present an
algorithm solving the problem in Section 4.4, more detailed information on
the algorithm is given in an appendix. Experiences gained from a first test
implementation are discussed in Section 4.5, after this we draw some general
conclusions in the final section.

2 Single-Unit Auction Revisited

In a tree-structured single-unit single-sided market each commodity corre-
sponds to a leaf, and each multi-unit bundle corresponds to an internal node.
There are no unary nodes and therefore the total number of nodes is at most
2n− 1, n being the number of commodities. Under the assumption that we
know the best bid on each bundle we only need to consider at most 2n− 1
bids, and we can express the complexity in terms of n regardless of the
number of bids.

Under these conditions Rothkopf et al presented an O(n2) time algorithm
for winner determination [16]. However, with a simple algorithm the compu-
tations can be performed in linear time. We assume this to be folklore, but
since we have not found it in the literature we here provide a proof sketch.

Given a tree representing the bid structure we store one number in each
node, representing the best bid value on the bundle. The winner determina-
tion is computed during two tree traversals, illustrated in Figure 1:

1. Perform a postorder traversal of the tree, do the following at each non-
leaf node: If the sum of the children values is larger than the value
stored in the node, mark the node’s bid as replaced and replace the
value with the sum of the children.

2. Make a partial preorder traversal and do the following at each visited
node: If the value in the node is not marked as replaced include it in
the set of winning bids, else proceed to its child nodes.

3. Present the set of winning bids.

Both traversals require O(n) time.
We summarise this with the following observation:
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Observation 2.1 The winner determination problem of tree-structured single-
unit single-sided markets can be solved in time linear in the number of com-
modities.

An example is given in Figure 1. The values inside the nodes represent
the highest bid on the corresponding bundle. A value to the left of the node
corresponds to a replacing value found during the first traversal. The nodes
of the winning combination, i.e. the topmost nodes with non-replaces values,
are highlighted with a double ring (37, 12, 10, 7, and 50 summing to 116).
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24

37 20

11 12 10 7 16 11 5 8

10 15

5066

2729

25

116

Figure 1: Illustration of the linear winner determination algorithm for single
unit single sided markets.

3 Multi-Unit with Demand Curves

A two-sided multi-unit market with demand curves presents us with a dif-
ferent and more complex problem than the one above. We assume that
each demand function is a piecewise linear function over a predefined, evenly
distributed set of prices. A bundle bid expresses the same demand for all
commodities of the bundle.

As with the single unit auction we build the bundle tree, with each node
representing a predefined bundle. A node holds an aggregate excess demand
function based on the demand of all bidders. The goal is to establish a set
of prices for the individual commodities, that renders an equilibrium with
respect to the demand expressed in all nodes of the tree.

Details on the algorithm including proofs of the existence of an equilib-
rium are left to Section 4 where we discuss a mechanism that also handles
substitutes.

A set of equilibrium prices can be established using a resource oriented
algorithm. The root of the tree corresponds to a bundle including all com-
modities. We determine the demand for this bundle in a binary search. At
each step of the search, we check the outcome recursively solving the com-
plete problem for each sub-tree. All in all we end up in a recursive binary
search. If the bundle tree is a balanced binary tree the height of the tree is
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log n. If the size of the search space is s, the binary search of a node requires
log s search steps. The total complexity satisfies:

T (1) = log s

T (n) = O

(

log s

(

2T

(

n

2

)))

=

O
(

n loglog n s
)

=

O
(

n1+log log s
)

i.e. the time complexity is polynomial given that s is constant. This gives
the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1 The worst case time complexity of solving an n commodity
tree structured multi-unit market with demand curves is

O
(

n1+log log s
)

.

where s is the size of the volume space.

Proof. The complexity is given by the recursion above. 2

4 Main Result

4.1 Allowing Substitutes

Finally we add the possibility to bid for perfect substitutes. That is, the
volumes in a bid is on the total allocation over the commodities in the bundle.

The intuition behind is that when the commodities within the bundle are
perfect substitutes for the bidder, a buyer prefers to pick among the lowest
price commodities, and in a similar way a seller prefers to sell at highest
possible price. In a practical situation a bidder typically submits this type
of bids as a complement to his other bids.

The practical usefulness of this type of bids is clear but it introduces a
number of computational problems. A first approximation of a market solu-
tion that would enhance the market possibilities in this direction is presented
in previous work [7] and illustrated in Figure 2.

The rest of this article is devoted to solving the problems of a tree-
structured market allowing bids on substitutes, a market mechanism — the
Consec

2 mechanism — Figure 3, and an algorithm description.

2
Consec, a tree-structured market mechanism for e.g. a set of CONSECutive time

periods.
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Figure 2: The bidding possibilities offered by the market mechanism proposed
in earlier work [8].
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Figure 3: The tree-structured market mechanism that is presented in this
article. In this example a market with eight commodities organised in a
binary structure.

4.2 Main Idea

We consider a multi-commodity market organised in a hierarchical tree struc-
ture of commodity bundles, Figure 3.

A bidder could submit multiple bids according to the following:

1. single bids: demand curve for each commodity,

2. bundle bids: demand curve for a bundle, the same volume for each
included commodity,

3. substitute buy bids: a curve describing a consumer demand that could
be arbitrarily distributed over a bundle (the consumer preference is to
buy at lowest price),

4. substitute sell bids: symmetric to the substitute buy bids.

Demand is assumed to be continuous and decreasing in price.
The tree can be organised in different ways, with arbitrary degree in

each node. As an example consider a market with n commodities, where n

is an even power of two. If the market is organised a binary tree structure of
bundles, each bidder can give up to 4n−3 different bids (demand functions),
hence we say that there are 4n− 3 bidding tracks.

Please note that all demand functions of a track may be aggregated into
a single function giving the excess demand of the track as a function of price,
see Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The demand functions of each separate bidding track are aggregated
into one, giving full information on supply and demand of the system. Supply
is expressed as negative demand.

The four types of bids allow for a fairly flexible market. Compared to a
fully implemented combinatorial market, the single bids are similar, bundle
bids correspond to traditional combinatorial bids expressing synergies, and
the substitute bids corresponds to XOR bids.

As shown below, although we combine single bids, bundle bids, and XOR-
type of bids, the market can be handled optimally in a computationally
efficient way.

4.3 Problem Formulation

Given a market with the bid types presented above, compute

• a price p∗i for each commodity i, and

• an allocation for the substitute bids,

such that equilibrium is reached, i.e. supply meets demand.
As said above, supply and demand bids are assumed to be given as con-

tinuous (positive and negative) demand functions. A function is typically
expressed as a sample vector representing a piecewise linear function. The
bids of the separate tracks are aggregated giving a set of demand functions,
one for each track. These functions give full information on supply and
demand and an equilibrium can be calculated without any further commu-
nication.3 An equilibrium contains a set of prices where the excess demand
for each commodity on the market as a whole is zero, but it might well be
non-zero on individual bidding tracks.

4.3.1 Definitions

The market is organised in a tree structure, hence it is convenient to refer
to single commodities as leaf nodes and bundles of commodities as internal

3This holds under the assumption that the optimal solution is within the price span of
the given bids.
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nodes (or simply bundle nodes). We define the following (aggregate) demand
functions describing the demand of all bidding tracks:

Definition. 4.1 Let

• dj or dj (p) be the main demand function of node j as a function of a
price p,

• bj or bj (p) be the buying demand with the commodities of bundle node
j viewed as perfect substitutes, and

• sj or sj (p) be the corresponding selling demand.

Note that bj and sj are only defined for bundle nodes, since they are not
needed for leaf nodes.

We define the following demand that is expressed in the interaction be-
tween nodes in the market tree:

Definition. 4.2 Let

• dch
j be the (positive or negative) demand of node j that it expresses

towards its children, and that they all have to meet,

• dmin
j be the (negative) excess demand of node j induced by the minimum

price set by the parent, that it expresses towards the parent, and

• dmax
j the corresponding (positive) excess demand induced by the maxi-

mum price set by the parent.

Finally we define the following price notations:

Definition. 4.3 Let

• pmin
j be the minimum price imposed by node j on its child nodes,

• pmax
j the corresponding maximum price,

• pj be a price of node j, for a bundle node it is defined as the average
price of the children.

We now move on to a formal specification of the problem, proof of exis-
tence of an equilibrium, and in Section 4.4 an algorithm that computes an
equilibrium.
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4.3.2 Formal Specification of the Problem

The problem is to determine a price vector p∗

p∗ = {p∗1, p
∗
2, . . . , p

∗
n} (1)

s.t.

∀ leaf nodes j with parent i:

dj

(

p∗j

)

+ dch
i − dmin

j − dmax
j = 0, (2)

pmin
i ≤ p∗j ≤ pmax

i (3)

∀ bundle nodes j with parent i and children v, w:

dj

(

p∗j

)

+ dch
i − dch

j = 0, (4)

bj + dmin
v + dmin

w − dmin
j = 0, (5)

sj + dmax
v + dmax

w − dmax
j = 0, (6)

if a bundle node has more than two children the equations are adjusted
to take all of them into account. Figure 5 and 6 illustrate the equations
(without the notational assumption that a bundle node has no more than
two children).

i

j

parent

internal
demand

dj
mindi

ch

dj

Equation (2)

dj
max

Figure 5: The demand for resources related to a leaf node of a market tree.
The arrows indicate the origin of each demand. With parent node i, dch

i is a
demand that this node has to meet; if either the minimum or the maximum
price influences the node, the induced excess demand is expressed towards the
parent. With this the node is in equilibrium, c.f. Eq. (2).

It should be noted that for bundle nodes the constraint that pmin
i ≤ p∗j ≤

pmax
i is secured by the definition of pj as the average price of its children,

with no child price outside the boundaries.

4.3.3 The Existence of an Equilibrium

The nodes of the market tree interact with both higher and lower levels of
the hierarchy to enhance the market outcome. The root of the system and
leaf nodes are special cases with limited interaction.
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i

j

parent
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di
ch

dj

dj
ch

Equation (4)

i

j

parent

internal
demand

children

Equation (5)

Sdch
min

bj

dj
min

i

j

parent

internal
demand

children

dj
max

sj

Sdch
max

Equation (6)

Figure 6: The demand for resources related to a bundle node as given by
Eq. (4) – Eq. (6). The arrows indicate the origin of each demand. To
maintain an equilibrium the internal bundle demand, dj together with the
demand of this node on its children dch

j has to meet the demand of the

parent node, dch
i . Further, the children’s demand,

∑

d
min/max
ch , induced

by p
min/max
j is balanced by

(

bj − dmin
j

)

and
(

sj − dmax
j

)

, respectively. If

pmin
j > pmin

i , dmin
j = 0, and if pmax

j < pmax
i , dmax

j = 0.

In order to prove the existence of an equilibrium for the system, we prove
the existence of an equilibrium for an arbitrary node.

Lemma 4.1 For an arbitrary node j with parent i, given

• a (positive or negative) excess demand expressed by the parent dch
i ,

• a minimum price pmin
i , and

• maximum price pmax
i

there exists

• a price pj,

• a (negative) excess demand dmin
j generated by the minimum price, left

for the parent to meet, and

• a corresponding (positive) demand dmax
j generated by the maximum

price,

setting the node in balance with respect to the input variables. As a side effect
the system rooted in the node is set in balance too.

Proof.
Leaf nodes, Eq. (2): An equilibrium in the node is obtained with a price
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pj such that dj(pj) + dch
i = 0. The existence of such a pj follows from

continuous and decreasing demand.
If pj < pmin

i an imbalance is created when setting pj = pmin
i . The local

balance can be restored by setting dmin
j = dch

i + dj

(

pmin
i

)

. Everything is
symmetric in pmax

i and dmax
j .

This fulfils Eq. (2) and the node is in equilibrium, c.f. Figure 5.
Bundle nodes: The notion of an equilibrium in a bundle node is different
from a leaf node. Where a leaf node has a single demand function, affected
by both dch

i , pmin
i , and pmax

i , a bundle node has three different demand
functions dj , bj, and sj, interacting with dch

i , pmin
i , and pmax

i respectively,
c.f. Figure 6.

Eq. (4): The equation expresses an equilibrium regarding bundle demand
(i.e. a demand for the same resource over all commodities of the bun-
dle). In the equation dch

i is fixed. Let pj be the average price of
the children as in Definition 4.3, given dch

j . By continuous and de-

creasing demand we have that an increase in dch
j gives a higher pj ,

and hence a lower dj (pj). Hence there exists a price pj , such that
dj(pj) + dch

i − dch
j = 0. As pj is given by the average price of the sys-

tem rooted in the node, this system is in balance too when this price
is established.

Eq. (5): The equation expresses an equilibrium regarding the effects of min-
imum prices and buying demand with substitutability. This demand
is not affected by the bundle price pj, but the minimum price of the
child nodes.

With children v, w, there exists some lowest price plowest
j of the system

rooted in node j, such that the buyer demand with substatutibility of
this node is in balance with the demand, dmin

v + dmin
w , expressed by its

child nodes (independent of pmin
i , the minimum price given by node

j’s parent). Depending on whether plowest
j > pmin

i or plowest
j ≤ pmin

i ,
we get two cases:

1. plowest
j > pmin

i : this implies that bj(p
min
i ) + dmin

v + dmin
w > 0. Let

pmin
j = plowest

j and dmin
j = 0, and

2. plowest
j ≤ pmin

i : this implies that bj(p
min
i ) + dmin

v + dmin
w ≤ 0. Let

pmin
j = pmin

i and dmin
j = bj(p

min
i ) + dmin

v + dmin
w ,

in both cases there exists pmin
j and dmin

j such that bj(p
min
j ) + dmin

v +

dmin
w = 0.

Eq. (6): Everything is symmetric when it comes to maximum prices, Eq. (6).

The node is in equilibrium when all three of Eq. (4) – Eq. (6) hold, i.e.
then the node and the system rooted in it is in balance given dch

i , pmin
i , and

pmax
i .
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All together this gives the lemma. 2

From this lemma we get the following theorem on the existence of an
equilibrium.

Theorem 4.1 There exists a price vector p∗ = {p∗1, p
∗
2, . . . , p

∗
n}, rendering

an equilibrium on a Consec market.

Proof. We have from Lemma 4.1 that for a given triplet (dch
i , pmin

i , pmax
i ),

given by its parent node i, there exists a price such that Eq. (2) holds for
an arbitrary leaf node, and such that Eq. (4) – Eq. (6) hold for an arbitrary
bundle node. In both cases this constitutes a local equilibrium of the node.

Particularly, with a zero demand from the outside on the root node
(which covers all commodities), and without restricting minimum and max-
imum prices at the same node, we have an equilibrium of the whole market
when this node is in equilibrium, as an equilibrium in one node is based on
its child nodes being in equilibrium recursively. 2

From this we move on to the algorithm that we suggest for establishment of
a market equilibrium.

4.4 Algorithm

We describe the algorithm from the viewpoint of an arbitrary bundle node
j with parent i. Given a triplet consisting of (i) the demand from the par-
ent node, (ii) a minimum price, and (iii) a maximum price it returns a
corresponding triplet consisting of (i) an equilibrium price, (ii) a negative
excess demand induced by the minimum price, and (iii) a positive excess
demand induced by the maximum price. The algorithm mainly consists of
a three-dimensional search performed as a nested exponential-and-binary
search. Each exponential-and-binary search starts at the previous value.

Algorithm 4.1 (Hierarchical Binary Search) :
double[] findEquilibrium(dch

i , pmin
i , pmax

i ){
do an exponential-and-binary search in dch

j

starting from the value of the previous call,
at each step in the search:{

do an exponential-and-binary search in pmin
j starting from pmin

i ,
at each step in the search:{

do an exponential-and-binary search in pmax
j starting from pmax

i ,
for each step in the search do the following:{

/*recursive call*/
∀children :

findEquilibrium(dch
j , pmin

j , pmax
j );
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use return values for the following evaluations:
} until Eq. (6) is fullfilled

} until Eq. (5) is fullfilled
} until Eq. (4) is fullfilled
return {pj, d

min
j , dmax

j };
}

In practice the breaking conditions are that the solutions are sufficiently
close to optimal.

We give some further details on the algorithm in Appendix A, where we
describe the algorithm in terms of a few Java style methods.

The root node and a leaf node are special cases. By definition a leaf node
does not have any children and it does only have a single demand function.
Hence it establishes an equilibrium price corresponding to the given demand
from the parent node. If this price is lower than the imposed minimum price
or higher than the maximum price it is adjusted and any excess demand
generated by this adjustment is expressed towards its parent. To set a full
market in balance the root node is set in balance, by definition with no
demand from above and no restricting minimum and maximum prices.

4.4.1 Algorithm 4.1 Computes an Optimal Set of Prices

What we need to prove is that Algorithm 4.1 computes a set of prices as in
Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.2 Algorithm 4.1 correctly computes a set of prices p∗ = p∗1, p
∗
2, .., p

∗
n

as in Theorem 4.1, and hence it establishes an equilibrium on a Consec

market.

Proof.
Leaf nodes: For an arbitrary single commodity node j with parent node i,
the actions of the algorithm consists of the parent expressing a demand, dch

i ,
a minimum and a maximum price, pmin

i and pmax
i respectively. Based on this

input the node computes a price p such that dj(p) + dch
i = 0 or in practice

∣

∣

∣dj (p) ,−dch
i

∣

∣

∣ < ε for some sufficiently small ε > 0. If p < pmin
i , p ← pmin

i

and dmin
j ← dj(p

min
i ) + dch

i to compensate for this. If the maximum price
is exceeded, a corresponding action is taken. By this Eq. (2) is fullfilled for
the given input, and the node is in balance.
Bundle nodes: For an arbitrary bundle node j with parent node i, given a
triplet (dch

i , pmin
i , pmax

i ) the algorithm performs a three dimensional search in
a nested loop. The goal is to set a new triplet (dch

j , pmin
j , pmax

j ) for its children

(with pmin
j ≥ pmin

i and pmax
j ≤ pmax

i ) such that Eq. (4) – Eq. (6) hold at
node j for the given input triplet. As stated in Theorem 4.1, continuous and
decreasing demand gives that such a triplet exists. As above, in practice the
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search will be ended when sufficiently close to the solution. The recursive
approach gives that when the equilibrium is reached in the node, the same
holds for all nodes rooted in j.

When the root node of the system is in balance, the whole system is in
balance, and this concludes the proof. 2

4.4.2 The Complexity of Algorithm 4.1

The complexity of this market mechanism is highly dependent on the depth
of the market tree.

The bad news is that the worst case computational complexity of inter-
esting markets could be to high to be practical. An example is the market
of Figure 7, that could be a natural extension of e.g. today’s day-ahead
power markets. Our test implementation, far from fine tuned, indicates that
a straight-forward binary search implementation that does not utilise prior
knowledge in an iteration step is hardly practical. It is easy to understand
why, as the probability is high to reach a running time close to the worst
case.

1

2

4

8

24

# commodities
per node:

Figure 7: A market where 24 commodities are traded simultaneously, could
for example be organised with three eight commodity market structures with
a common root node. A day-ahead power market is a good example of a
real-world market where this fits well.

On the other hand the good news is that algorithms that utilise expontential-
and-binary search, as the one we suggest, has shown to be fast in practice
when it comes to the same problem instances.

The analysis of the computational complexity presented here does not
take the advantages of the exponential-and-binary search of Algorithm 4.1
into account, but is based on the simple binary search approach. When it
comes to worst case behaviour, this is correct, if we would try to give a
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theoretical evaluation of the average behaviour it would not.
In the worst case, the establishment of a local equilibrium of a bundle

node renders a full nested binary search in the three search variables, with
recursive calls of the child nodes at each search step.

Let s1 and s2 be the size of the search spaces in volume and prices,
respectively (given in a resolution such that the deviations from the true
optimum are sufficiently small). Then the worst case local search cost of a
bundle node is O(log s1 log2 s2). The corresponding cost of a leaf node is
O(log s1), as there is a sole search for a price corresponding to the given
demand expressed by the parent node (the work related to minimum and
maximum prices is constant). With an explicit inverse demand function the
work of a leaf node reduces to a constant time operation.

The total worst case cost depends on the depth of the market tree. The
deepest tree structure that makes sence is a binary tree, where we get the
recursion:

T (1) = O (log s1)

T (n) = O

(

log s1 log2 s2 · 2

(

T

(

n

2

)))

=

O

(

(

2 log s1 log2 s2

)log n
log s1

)

=

O
(

n(2+log log s1+2 log log s2) log s1

)

,

on a market where n commodities are traded.
This gives the following theorem on the complexity of Algorithm 4.1:

Theorem 4.3 The worst case complexity of Algorithm 4.1 on an n com-
modity market is

O
(

n(2+log log s1+2 log log s2) log s1

)

where s1 and s2 are the sizes of the search spaces in volumes and prices,
respectively.

Proof. The complexity is given by the recursion above. 2

It is possible to speed up computations by an explicit representation of
the inverse demand function of leaf nodes. By this T (1) is reduced to a
constant time operation and we get the following complexity:

Theorem 4.4 The worst case complexity of Algorithm 4.1 on an n com-
modity market, with an explicit representation of the inverse demand of leaf
nodes is

O
(

n(2+log log s1+2 log log s2)
)

where s1 and s2 are the sizes of the search spaces in volumes and prices,
respectively.
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Proof. Given by the recursion above, but with T (0) as a constant opera-
tion. 2

In practice the algorithm runs significantly faster than this due to (i)
the choice to utilise prior knowledge in an iteration, and (ii) the search in
minimum and maximum prices only taking place when a local price has to
be calculated.

4.5 Test Implementation and Design Experiences

We have written a first test implementation of the algorithm in Java. The
implementation gave valuable insight into the practical consequences of al-
gorithm structure and complexity. Our goal with this test implementation
was to achieve some practical experience of the algorithm. A natural next
step would be to evaluate the market outcome using our market mechanism
compared to the market outcome of alternative approaches. This kind of
evaluations are left for future research.

The advantage of exponential-and-binary search over plain binary search
was clearly demonstrated by a first preliminary Java implementation. With
a plain binary search approach there was no problem solving instances with
an eight commodity binary structured market tree (c.f. Figure 3) with bids
expressed in sample vectors holding 1000 sample prices each. Moving to
a corresponding 24 commodity market gave a running time in the order of
hours.4 (The market was structured with a root node holding three such eight
commodity sub-markets, Figure 7.) The introduction of an exponential-and-
binary search reduced the running time of such instances to a practical level,
c.f. Table 1.

Table 1: Running time of the algorithm with sample arrays of 1000 price
levels, eight and 24 commodity market setups. In this test the algorithm was
run ten times with each market setup, each one with a new set of bids.

# commodities # samples in array average running time

8 1000 one second
24 1000 half a minute

Another idea is to use a dynamic programming approach, introducing
caching at lower levels. In our implementation the time – space tradeoff was
not worthwhile, but it might still be an alternative in some settings. We also
note that tree-structured algorithms are well suited for parallel computing.

4The test implementation was run on a three GHz PC, Windows XP, and Java
J2SE 1.4.2.
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The largest instances used in the tests comprised of a 24 commodity
market organised as in Figure 7. Input (aggregated) bids had one thousand
sample points each, no interpolation between sample points was performed.

With this we got a running time of half a minute in average and at most
two minutes on the standard test computer; a 3GHz PC running Windows
XP and Java J2SE 1.4.2. This we find fully practical as a typical setting
for such a market, such as a day-ahead power market is not that time criti-
cal. Markets that are more time critical probably handle a smaller number
of commodities. An example might be a balancing service in power grids,
organised as a market.

A second and in many ways more interesting implementation is under
development within the CRISP project.5 This implementation will be used in
a market algorithm library and for simulations of supply – demand matching
in power grids.

5 Conclusions

In this article we present a number of results ranging from tree-structured
single-unit auctions to tree-structured multi-unit multi-commodity markets.
The main result is a market mechanism suitable for e.g. markets handling
time dependent commodities, the Consec mechanism. By a number of
predefined bid types, it offers useful flexibility to the bidders. The article
presents useful abstractions, holding the combinatorial capabilities on a low
level. A reason to keep the combinatorial capabilities of a market mechanism
down is to keep it easy to understand and to make it easy to convince oneself
that the pricing mechanism is correct. Furthermore, there are complexity
reasons with respect to communications as well as to computations to do
this.

The main computational (and communicational) task of the mechanism is
the aggregation of demand. With the combinatorial capabilities of the mech-
anism expressed as independent tracks (bids on single commodities, bundle
bids and substitute bids) the computational complexity of this part does not
grow more than linear in the number of bidding tracks. The aggregation of
bids is outside the scope of this article, standard techniques are presented
in e.g. [9, 10, 2]. We have shown preliminary results on scalability in the
number of commodities traded. Scalability in the number of participants is
out of scope of this article as it depends on the aggregation of bids.

A real world market setup of a large Consec market would likely be a
highly distributed market, i.e. most of the information needed for market
computation is spread over the network. Since the input to Algorithm 4.1 is
aggregated demand, it is natural to distribute a heavy part of the computa-
tion — the aggregation — over the network. By this, the communicational

5See http://www.ec.nl/crisp and acknowledgements at the end of the article.
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load is diminished radically.
In earlier work we have looked into distributed resource allocation and

resource allocation with non concave objective functions, [2, 3, 1], even ap-
plicable on markets with non-continuous demand [6]. In this article we have
assumed continuous demand. Non-continuous demand on multi-commodity
markets is left for future work.

An assumption of ours that may be hard for some actors entering bids
for substitutes is that their bids are assumed to be divisible, i.e. as soon as
the price of more than one commodity of the bundle equals the minimum
(maximum) price, their allocations might be split over these commodities. In
practice we assume that the number of actors entering bids for substitutes
is large relative the volumes traded, hence the goods can be handled as
divisible. The case with non-divisible goods introduces conceptual pricing
problems as well as computational problems, and is beyond the scope of this
article.

The market mechanism has properties that are highly relevant in e.g.
day-ahead power markets [5, 13] and bandwidth markets [14, 15]. In a power
setting, the big advantage of the mechanism (compared to the power mar-
kets of today, such as the Nordic NordPool [12] and the Dutch APX [4])
comes with the possibility to set up electronic markets with a huge number
of participants. When a direct market participation of a large number of
presumably small size actors (formerly represented by distributors) is intro-
duced the market outcome can become considerably more efficient. To reach
this one has to enhance the possibilities for actors on the market to express
dependencies and constraints between the traded time slots, we believe our
mechanism to be an interesting alternative when it comes to this.

The combinatorial possibilities given by the market mechanism enriches
the possibilities of the actors. While being easy to understand and computa-
tionally feasible, it scales well to markets with a huge number of participants.
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A Algorithm Details

In this appendix we give a high level outline of the implementation of the
algorithm. We give it in terms of a few Java style methods. Some supportive
methods performing the actual search and recursive calls are left out of the
description.

When the nodes have received the aggregated bids of their bidding tracks,
the environment calls the findEquilbrium method of the tree’s root node with
a zero demand, and minimum and maximum prices set to equal the borders
of the search space (these are for simplicity assumed to be sufficiently low
and high, respectively). When this call returns, equilibrium prices have been
established and all that remains is to compute the allocation of substitute
bids (this simple computation is not described).

Algorithm A.1 (Hierarchical Binary Search) :
{

rootNode.findEquilibrium(0, lowestValue, highestValue);
compute corresponding allocations of substitute demand;
announce prices & allocations;

}

The findEquilibrium method of a bundle node (Method A.1) performs
a search in the demand that it imposes on its children, i.e. this search is
resource based. The goal of the search is to find a price such that — given
the input and its own bundle demand — it is in equilibrium with the system
rooted in the node.

Each search step of the {exp, bin}SearchMb methods involves a call of
the searchMinPrice method. Starting at the current value, the expSearchDe-
mand method decides on search direction and moves in that direction to
establish lower and upper borders of an ordinary binary search. At each it-
eration the step length is doubled. The exponential-and-binary search phase
is followed by an ordinary binary search within the defined borders until the
breaking condition is fulfilled (i.e. the difference between bundle price and
average single commodity prices is less than a predefined small ε > 0).

The return value of the findEquilibrium method holds information on the
equilibrium price of the node, and what excess demand it expresses towards
the parent due to the imposed minimum and maximum prices. (The excess
demand variables are set by the search{Min, Max} methods, respectively.)

As in Section 4.4, the parent node of current node is denoted i, and the
node itself j.

Method A.1 (Find Equilibrium, Bundle Nodes) :

double[] findEquilibrium(double dch
i , double pmin

i , double pmax
i ){
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double[] borders ← expSearchDemand(dch
i , pmin

i , pmax
i );

return binSearchDemand(dch
i , pmin

i , pmax
i , borders);

}

The goal of the seachMinPrice method is to set the local minimum price
of the child nodes, such that buying demand for substitutes and/or the
excess demand variable meet the demand of theirs. The first check of the
seachMinPrice method (Method A.2) is whether the imposed minimum price
renders a positive or negative excess demand. If it is strictly positive, the
local buyer demand for substitutes at the imposed minimum price is greater
than the corresponding excess demand of the child nodes. Hence a local
minimum price has to be established that gives a zero excess demand. A
negative excess demand at the imposed minimum price is left for the parent
node to take care of. The search for a higher local minimum price is similar
to the search of the previous method.

Method A.2 (Search in Minimum Price) :

double[] searchMinPrice(double dch
j , double pmin

i , double pmax
i ){

double[] retVal ← searchMaxPrice(dch
j , pmin

i , pmax
i );

if(acDemand(pmin
i )+retVal[1]>0){

/*search for a higher local minimum price*/
double[] borders ← expSearchMinPrice(dch

j , pmin
i , pmax

i );

retVal ← binSearchMinPrice(dch
j , pmax

i , borders);
}
return retVal;

}

The searchMaxPrice method (Method A.3) is similar to searchMinPrice.
The supporting method callSubSystems performs a call of the findEquilibrium
method of all child nodes using the locally defined values on this nodes
demand, minimum price, and maximum price. Furthermore, the method is
used to summarise the return values.

Method A.3 (Search in Maximum Price) :

double[] searchMaxPrice(double dch
j , double pmin

j , double pmax
i ){

double[] retVal ← callSubSystems(dch
j , pmin

j , pmax
i );

if(apDemand(pmax
i )+retVal[2]<0){

/*search for a lower local maximum price*/
double[] borders ← expSearchMaxPrice(dch

j , pmin
j , pmax

i );

retVal ← binSearchMaxPrice(dch
j , pmin

j , borders);
}
return retVal;

}
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The findEquilibrium method of a leaf node (Method A.4) is straightfor-
ward. With a simple binary search the price matching the demand of the
parent is established as the equilibrium price of the node. If this price is
lower than the minimum price or higher than the maximum price, the equi-
librium price is set to equal the minimum or maximum price, respectively.
The excess demand generated by this operation is exported with the return
value of the method.

Method A.4 (Find Equilibrium, Leaf Nodes) :

double[] findEquilibrium(double dch
i , double pmin

i , double pmax
i ){

double[] retVal;/*initialised with zero values*/
double p ← binSearchDemand(dch

i );
if(p < pmin

i ){
retVal[1] ← dj(p

min
i ) + dch

i ;
p ← pmin

i ;
}
if(p > pmax

i ){
retVal[2] ← dj(p

max
i ) + dch

i ;
p ← pmax

i ;
}
retVal[0] ← p;
return retVal;

}

With an explicit inverse demand function (that could be pre-compiled) the
computational work of a leaf node reduces to constant time work.

There are a lot of details left out in this description, we still want to give
it to present the major outline of an implementation of the algorithm.
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